**FAC plans changes for next year**
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...and not all of it. As was talked early years ago on a very small scale. At that time it brought the first enunciations of finality and sometimes for an expanded program were made. The plans will all be finalized during the summer, and are expected to call for a limited... on all that the committee and some of the trustees. One difficulty in executing the scheme is that Bush Ends and Tuesday night...ar time when freshmen meet with their advisors, and efficient paper handling will be needed to carry...on them in a short time. IFC Executives and representatives are meeting with dorm leaders in the Dean's office to work out the details.

**ROOMMATES VISITED**

This morning's mail brought a letter from a student at a prominent Western university (Princeton). "Dear Sir," he began, as he applied to a second year. And it was possible it might be. Trying to get along with your roommate if you try hard enough. There is usually no way to excuse yourself, and that's a problem. It would be a good idea to keep an account of fresh ideas in your advisor's office in a short period of time. IFC Executives and representatives are meeting with dorm leaders in the Dean's office to work out the details.

No, dear Desperate, your problem with Mervis Trunz is not a small potato. Compare it, for example, to the class-the...sleek, tuxedo-like appearance of Personna. You have, for example, tried a technique so simple, so obvious, that it is easy to overlook. I mean, of course, if you are able to artfully dodge a shower of stainless steel blades with Mervis Trunz.

To have a friend, dear Desperate, you must be a friend. And what could be more friendly than sharing the bounty of a ready supply of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? Who, upon...squeezes out a meagre living as a stalagmite in Ausable. The Dean sued for a million dollars and, of course, won. The Dean staffs and guests at the annual Tech Banquet.

Assistant Mechanical Superintend-ent.

By 1909 he was production man-ager of the Washington Post-Herald, and when that closed down he became Business Manag-er of the Boston Herald. Today he is Director of Charles T. Main Engineering, and works in designing...and simil-air engineering tasks.

"The Great Free Press" is a message for the evening was built around the concept he labeled "The Great Free Press." "Businessmen, no press can be free unless it is economically sound." All too frequently today, he noted, editors and publishers are having to cut to the bone of production costs and business demands. Modern management methods are a requisite to a free press.

Braunmucker had far-reaching ideas for the future of the press. He envisioned someday viewing screens in each house upon which morning editions could be broadcast using videotapes. This would eliminate costs in printing, distribu-tion, and paper, which are often underestimated, he noted.

How to look good on any golf course: play it bold with Arrow's Mr. Goff, the Decton wash and wear knit that stays fresh and crisp to the eleventh and beyond. Stays tucked in, too, even if the back tail keeps coming down while you swing. Machine washable at 70° F. Six standout colors. $5. Pick out a few at your Arrow retailers.
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*B. R. Calabrese*